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Execution of your grant projects: 
What challenges await you? 

Which grant obligations do I need 
to meet?
ffiqs will make sure you are properly 
informed about the financial, administrative 
and reporting obligations during the 
implementation of your grant project. Based 
on this information, you will be able to set 
up your project organisation and procedures 
correctly.

Who do I report to and how?
ffiqs assesses your processes, administration 
and reporting to ensure that you are 
complying with all obligations. You remain 
responsible for setting up your project 
administration and reporting.

How do I set up my project 
administration?
ffiqs provides advice on setting up your 
financial project management, administration 
and reporting procedures. We make tools 
available and train your project staff. You carry 
out the financial project management yourself. 

How do I maximise my grant 
income?
ffiqs takes care of the entire implementation 
of your financial project management; we 
ensure the implementation of the project 
administration and prepare and submit the 
interim and final reports for you. 

With over 30 years of experience in grant consultancy, ffiqs has a proven approach to support 
companies in realising their grant projects.



ffiqs support: our services 

ffiqs informs you of the financial, administrative and reporting requirements during the 
implementation of your grant project. Based on this information you are able to set up your 
project organisation and procedures. 

You are responsible for your project administration and reporting procedures. ffiqs 
assesses your administration and reporting to ensure that you are complying with all 
obligations.

ffiqs provides advice on setting up your administration and reporting procedures.

We make tools available and train your project staff; you carry out the financial project 
management yourself.
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About us



ffiqs is a grant management and compliance company and is a separate legal entity belonging to PNO 
Group Holding B.V. 

About ffiqs 
ffiqs was founded in 2018, which means we are still a young organisation, but one with more 
than 30 years of experience! That is because before ffiqs was established, our experts were 
employed by PNO Consultants, market leader in the Netherlands and Europe in the field of 
grants and innovation. 

That ffiqs was founded in 2018 is no coincidence. That was the year in which the GDPR 
came into force in the Netherlands and the rest of the EU, and because grants management 
frequently involves the use of personal data, PNO decided to place its grants management 
activities in a separate company: ffiqs.

Would you like to know more? 
Would you like to know more about our grants 
compliance services? If so, please call or email 
us. 
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